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This report is about the activities that took place in Merigar during the period from the annual 
general meeting on 2 July 2021, until 31 December 2021, and about the activities carried out from 
January to June 2022. The report is divided by color: the section on the Blue Gakyil deals with 
the practices and events organized and communication in general; the section on the Red Gakyil 
deals with ordinary and extraordinary works and the maintenance of the Gar; the section on the 
Yellow Gakyil deals with financial and management aspects and includes the final balance sheet 
1/1 - 31/12/2021 and the budget for the current year 2022. A section is devoted to updates on 
UBI co-funded projects. We would like to thank all of the staff of Merigar, the collaborators who 
helped with translations, making online connections, the teachers who conducted the courses and 
seminars, those who led the practices, the ‘Welcome to Merigar’ guides, the workers in Karma 
Yoga, and all those who contributed in any way or form to the Gar activities.
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INTRODUCTION
The first few months of the term of office were largely devoted to the handover from the previous 
Gakyil and to gaining a basic understanding of the various aspects of Merigar’s management. This 
handover and acquisition of information can be said to be ongoing, as the activities involved in 
managing the Gar are very complex and varied.
The last few years of Merigar’s life, and of the Community in general, have been particularly heavy; 
first the disappearance of the Master, and then the pandemic, have created very heavy conditions 
that have had considerable repercussions both on activities and on community life, from which we 
are perhaps coming out, we hope, more mature and aware.
These past years were initially experienced as a suspended time; now it seems the time has come 
to take note that our situation and that of the entire world has profoundly changed and that we must 
adapt to the times and circumstances.
Beginning with this assembly, we want to inaugurate a period of horizontal sharing among the 
members of the Community, to understand first of all ‘where we are’ as practitioners and as mem-
bers of a civil society; what direction to take for the future; how to realize together, with a collab-
oration not only in principle, but concretely, the goals we want to set for ourselves and which are 
within our reach.
Despite the difficulties, Merigar has continued to carry out its duties, to go ahead with the projects 
it has started, it has never stopped, thus demonstrating that it wants to continue on our path of 
practice, of study, of spreading the legacy of our Master Chögyal Namkhai Norbu.
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BLUE GAKYIL REPORT 2021/2022
For the summer of 2021, the current Gakyil continued the activities that had been planned together 
with the previous Gakyil; in particular, events designed to celebrate Merigar’s 40th anniversary, 
some open to the public and some reserved for members, a number of which were free of charge.

THESE WERE: 2021 (FROM THE BEGGINING OF JUKY)

- 3 - 8 July, Training course to teach Kumar Kumari, Yantra Yoga for children, with Laura Evan-
gelisti, Fulvio Grosso, Cristiana Manzi, Constance Soehnlen, Dina Priymak, Fabiana Esca, 
Michele Corrado, Fiorella Minetti
- from 4 July until the end of August, weekly appointments with Yantra Yoga and Khaita Joyful 
Dances Experiences in Arcidosso, in collaboration with the Municipality of Arcidosso
- 9 - 14 July, Semdzin practice with Fabio Andrico
- 16 - 18 July, Sa che (Tibetan Geomancy) course with Migmar Tsering in collaboration with 
Dynamic Space of the Elements
- 16 - 22 July, the Vajra Song Dance. pilot project on the occasion of the 30th anniversary of 
the birth of the Vajra Dance: Prima Mai taught from the Gönpa in Merigar, flanked by other 
teachers, and the course was zoomed to all gar and ling who requested it.
- 24 - 25 July, the Vajra Dance, contemplation in movement. Two days (one for practitioners 
and one for interested persons) dedicated to the Vajra Dance on the occasion of Merigar’s 
40th anniversary and the 30th anniversary of the Vajra Dance.
- 26 July - 2 August, training programme for new Khaita experts and teachers - 1st course 
with Adriana Dal Borgo
- 30 July - 1 August, course on the Potentiality of the Elements, with Migmar Tsering, in co-
operation with Dynamic Space of the Elements
- 31 July - 1 August, Unisono, workshop on the Voice with Camilla Dell’Agnola
- 3 - 5 August, Khalongdorjeikhar course with Prima Mai
- 6 August, The Fire of Passion, a divine fire, in collaboration with Father Guidalberto Bor-
molini’s Tuttoèvita
- 7 - 8 August, The Other, My Mirror - Altruistic love, the heart of Buddhist ethics, with An-
namaria Moscatelli and Gino Vitiello
- 10 - 14 August, RETREAT FOR DZOGCHEN PRACTITIONERS. Practice retreat based 
on The Stairs to Liberation by Master Chögyal Namkhai Norbu.
- 16 - 19 August, Meditation and Yoga with Fabio Risolo and Tiziana Gottardi
- 20 - 22 August, Mandarava Long Life explanation and practice retreat with Nina Robinson
- 20 - 22 August, the Way of the Heart, art as a way of knowledge, in collaboration with 
Asia Onlus
- 20 August - 15 September, course for translators from Tibetan, in collaboration with the 
Tibetan Language School
- 23 August, Children’s Day. A day dedicated to children’s activities. There will be two 
groups divided into age groups 0-5 years and 5-11 years.
- 27 August, Compassion in the Franciscan world, in collaboration with lay Franciscan An-
tonio Aiello
- 28 - 29 August, the Nine Breathings of Purification and its benefits according to Tibetan 
Medicine, with Fabio Andrico and the participation of Dr. Phuntsog Wangmo
- 5 September, Infernal Visions, Dante’s Imaginary and the Buddhist Perspective, in collab-
oration with the Merigar Library, with Fabian Sanders
- 9 September, Deepening of the Vajra Canto and its Dance, with Adriana Dal Borgo and 
Alfredo Colitto

- 18 - 19 September, DIRECT TRANSMISSION BY YESHI SILVANO NAMKHAI
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- 22 - 27 September, COLLECTIVE PRACTICE FOR THE THIRD ANNIVERSARY OF 
THE PASSING AWAY OF CHÖGYAL NAMKHAI NORBU

- 1 - 3 October, Vajra Dance retreat and seated practices with Adriana Dal Borgo
- 16 - 17 October, explanation and practice of Zer nga (the five main points) and Semdzin 
with Fabio Risolo and Igor Legati
- 23 - 24 October, Kumar Kumari, Yantra Yoga for children. Course with Laura Evangelisti 
supervising two new instructors.
- 29 October - 2 November, Retreat The Most Important Points of Vision, Meditation, Be-
haviour and Fruit, or Ati Nazer: The retreat included the vision of the Teachings given by the 
Master in Merigar, and related explanations and practices, led by instructors from the Santi 
Maha Sangha Base.
- 2 November, explanation and practice of Shitrò
- From 10 November, every Wednesday, weekly Yantra Yoga beginners’ course in presence
- 16 November, start of the 23-meeting online course on the Santi Maha Sangha Base
- 26 November, the Sothig and Tsalung of Immortal Vajra Life with Fabio Andrico

- 8 December, CHÖGYAL NAMKHAI NORBU 
BIRTH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS:

- in Gönpa: A small tribute for our Master - video, music, photos and a teaching 
in verse; practice of del Sang and Serkyem, practice of Tara; Visit of the Arch-
bishop of Siena - Colle di V.A. - Montalcino, Cardinal Augusto Paolo Lojudice, 
accompanied by the Mayor of Arcidosso Jacopo Marini to the Dzogchen Commu-
nity of Merigar
- Sky Festival, in Arcidosso, in collaboration with Dynamic Space of the Ele-
ments. Parade with costumes from various countries of the world, accompanied 
by the Street Band of Arcidosso, traditional Tibetan lunch, with stands, stalls and 
exhibitions, and in the evening Opera Concert by Zeng Zhuo and Qu Shi Mei; 
Tibetan Dances show; concert with Jaka; and performance by the Garuda Circus 
from the Czech Republic

- 27 December - 3 January, in collaboration with Dzamling Gar: RETREAT ON THE PRAC-
TICE OF SHINE CONNECTED TO THE LONGSAL ATI GONGPA NGÖTRÖD, WITH 
VIEWING OF THE TEACHINGS OF CHÖGYAL NAMKHAI NORBU AND PRACTICES 
GUIDED BY THE INSTRUCTORS OF THE SANTI MAHA SANGHA.

- 30 December, The spiritual journey of Dante, the autobiographical protagonist of the Di-
vine Comedy, in collaboration with the Merigar Library, with Fabio Risolo. 
- 31 December, Creative writing workshop, in collaboration with the Library of Merigar, with 
Fabio Risolo
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2022 (JANUARY TO JUNE)

- 31 December, creative writing workshop, in collaboration with Merigar Library, with Fabio 
Risolo
- 7 - 9 January, Meditation & Yoga with Tiziana Gottardi, Luigi Vitiello and Fabio Maria Risolo
- 15 - 16 January Rushen and Semdzin: short online contemplation practice retreat with Igor 
Legati and Enzo Terzano
- 1 February, weekly appointments of the Online Yantra Yoga Course for Beginners begin 
(in Italian)
- 3 February, weekly appointments start for the Beginners’ Yantra Yoga Online Course (in 
English)
- 10 February, the weekly appointments of the Santi Maha Sangha Base Intensive Online 
Course begin (in English)
- 12 February Lungta, harmonising one’s energy with that of the outer elements, with Cristi-
ana De Falco 
- 19 - 20 February Six Loka purification practice retreat.

- 1 - 5 March LOSAR CELEBRATIONS AND PRACTICES 

- Tuesday 1 March, short fire puja and Gutug soup supper;
- Wednesday 2 March, last day of the year Metal Ox Purification practice of the 
six lokas; short Ganapuja and thanksgiving and dedication for all those who have 
contributed directly or indirectly and contributed their efforts to the Dzogchen 
Community  
- Thursday 3 March, LOSAR! First day of the year Water Tiger:   ‘Water of the 
Stars’, Mandarava practice, auspicious ceremony for Losar, Khaita and Ganapuja 
with authentication of Namkha and Lungta 
- Saturday 5 March, Sang practice, followed by hanging of flags every morning 
until the next full moon.
- Water Tiger New Year seminar with Migmar Tsering

- 13 March Inauguration of the exhibition Portraits of India and Tibet (1996-2014) - photo-
graphs taken by Enrico Dell’Angelo during his stay in Tibet and his last trip to India in collab-
oration with A.S.I.A Onlus 
- 26 - 27 March The seventh mental training with Oliver Leick (online retreat)
- 26 - 27 March Vajra Dance Course for the Benefit of Beings with Cosimo di Maggio
- 1 - 3 April Modular course in 3 weekends to learn the basics of Yantra Yoga
- 8 - 10 April Meditation & Yoga with Tiziana Gottardi and Luigi Vitiello 
- 14 - 18 April Easter Retreat - explanation and practice of the 25 Spaces of Samantabhadra 
with Adriano Clemente
- 23 - 24 April The Paramita of Discriminating Wisdom: online practice retreat with Stoffe-
lina Verdonk and Oliver Leick
- 23 - 25 April Seated Practice Retreat and Vajra Dance
- 29 April - 1 May Modular course in 3 weekends to learn the basics of Yantra Yoga
- 27 - 29 May Modular course over 3 weekends to get to know the basics of Yantra Yoga
- 3 June 8 pm Family Constellations
- 3 - 5 June Meditation and Yoga seminar, in presence, open to all, with Tiziana Gottardi and 
Fabio Maria Risolo
- 9 June Ganapuja for the day of Padmasambhava
- 11 - 12 June Amitayus Long Life Practice Retreat
- 21 June Yantra Yoga day on the occasion of International Yoga Day
- 17 - 23 June In-depth Vajra Dance course with Prima Mai and Adriana Dal Borgo
- 24 - 26 June Discover the true meaning of the Vajra Dance. Intensive practice and deep-
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ening of the Dance for the Benefit of Beings and Dance of the Three Vajras with Prima Mai 
and Christiane Rhein

Beyond the mere listing, which nevertheless testifies to an intense and constant activity over time, 
we would like to highlight a few events of particular importance for Merigar and the Community. 
First and foremost is the Direct Transmission given on 18 September by Yeshi Silvano Namkhai. This 
event, already scheduled for April 2019 and then postponed due to the pandemic, could finally 
take place, despite the restrictions imposed by the protection measures against contagion, thanks to 
Yeshi Namkhai’s generosity. His retreat was directed to those who had approached the Community 
in recent years, but had not received the Master’s Transmission, and who had expressed a strong 
and genuine desire to be introduced to the study and practice of the Dzogchen Teaching.
The Gakyil, following Yeshi Namkhai’s advice, made available to the 70 or so people who received 
the Transmission on this occasion, printed and electronic materials to help them find their way 
around the vast body of Teachings given by Chögyal Namkhai Norbu, and provided guidance and 
suggestions on the activities organized by the Community through our authorised teachers, the 
published texts and materials available, and the general structure of our Community - Gar, Ling, 
etc., so that they could use them according to their real interest.

Merigar itself, seeking to offer a useful service to new and old practitioners, proposed a retreat 
in December 2021, during which video recordings of the Master’s retreats were offered. It was 
also possible, during the retreat to practice together what the Master taught, thanks to sessions led 
by Santi Maha Sangha instructors. This format was particularly appreciated, as the experience of 
following and practicing the Master’s teachings together was recognized as a unique, living and 
relevant event. We intend to repeat this format in the future.

A further and innovative initiative, which received much acclaim and was very well attended, was 
the organized  weekly course broadcasted via zoom, on the entire text of the Precious Vase. Over 
a period of seven months, from November 2021 to May 2022, seven teachers of the Santi Maha 
Sangha took turns in explaining the various chapters of the Precious Vase; an example that demon-
strates what good fruit collaboration between teachers, Gakyil, and Gar staff can yield.

A similar event was organized in English, with Santi Maha Sangha teachers, specifically for the 
non-Italian Ling of Merigar.

The other important event was certainly that of 8 December; this year it was particularly interesting 
as it coincided with the visit to Arcidosso of the Archbishop of the Diocese of Siena, Cardinal Au-
gusto Paolo Lojudice. On 8 December, as we know, the Immaculate Conception is celebrated in 
the Catholic world; the figures of Our Lady and that of Tara, so dear to the Master and to all of us 
practitioners, could become a ground for common reflection, sharing and inter-religious dialogue.
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COMMUNICATION

We are aware of the need and urgency felt by the Sangha to have more opportunities for meetings 
and exchanges; we have organized a few. Considering the limitations imposed by the special rules 
and the commitment of the new Gakyil to enter the organizational and social mechanism of Meri-
gar, we could not do much more. We tried to inform our Italian and European members through 
periodic newsletters, concise but in which the highlights of the Gar’s activities could emerge. 
For those who may have missed them, or who simply wish to review them, here is the link to our 
website. A site that we invite you to explore, by the way, because it contains much and sometimes 
unexpected information.

https://www.merigar.it/it/soci/che-succede-a-merigar/
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RED GAKYL REPORT 2021/2022
Merigar’s real estate holdings consist of residential land and monuments few of which are currently 
at income, implies for its maintenance a constant attention and ordinary and extraordinary mainte-
nance management that represents one of the most important items in the management costs. The 
considerable size of the assets makes it necessary to run them in a way that cannot be impromptu, 
since both “repetitive” maintenance and medium- and long-term planning are necessary for both 
“recurring” maintenance and qualification and improvement projects, thanks to which it is possible 
to achieve savings in management costs, both from a quantitative point of view and through an 
optimized use of personnel and employees and interventions in karma yoga. By coordinating the 
interventions well in advance, the availability of time will be created to seek the necessary resources 
to cover expenses and assess the sustainability of past choices in the light of changed circumstanc-
es, the sustainability of past choices in the light of changed economic scenarios, and thus the pos-
sibility of intervening to solve the problems that have arisen. These considerations lead to a project 
aimed at making an inventory of the existing real estate and infrastructures and creating a Calendar 
of Interventions, the implementation of which is in progress: to date, the project is complete for 
the yellow house, the irrigation systems, the drainage systems, the two ponds, the percolator and 
the awareness trail, and we expect to complete, illustrate and share the Plan of Interventions at 
the members’ meeting by the end of this year. As far as ordinary activities are concerned, work is 
continuing on rearranging the Gönpa to restore the building to its original simplicity and bright-
ness. Specific work has been carried out on the toilets with the cooperation of Cvetko, Merigar’s 
maintenance man, and a team consisting of Colin, Danny, and Namsel. Through the installation of 
a false ceiling, greater thermal insulation was achieved and the electrical system was rebuilt, which 
will allow, thanks to sensors for automatically switching the lights on and off, a significant saving 
in energy consumption. After numerous incursions of wild boar and roe deer into the Gadeling 
orchard, we decided to build a 150-metre fence with 230 cm chestnut poles and a 30 cm buried 
boar net with barbed wire. The entire brush under the Gadeling orchard, which overlooks the val-
ley to the west, was also cleaned. 

Another intervention was the cleaning and maintenance of the greenery, carried out with means 
that are available to Merigar (digger with mulcher and brush cutter) used by our members Davide 
Boni and Maro Nishimoto. This allowed the costs of the work to be contained. In addition, a stable 
maintenance program was initiated for the gardens, which will make annual care less costly. Since 
April, with the onset of spring and the easing of restrictions due to Covid-19, several Karma Yoga 
days have breen organized with the support of our maintainer Cvetko and our Geko Marija and 
Fiorella. Days were organized at Gadeling, Gönpa, Stupa and Yellow House.
In particular, the Karma Yoga of many practitioners has been of great help in sandpapering and 
painting of the Gönpa’s balustrades which resulted in about ten KY days.

The monitoring of hydrogeological problems has become stable thanks to the interventions of 
geologist Simona Petrucci, who is collaborating in the drafting of the Ordinary and Extraordinary 
Intervention Plan that is currently being prepared. 
A small sign of the validity of this approach can be seen on the field in front of the Yellow House, 
which, thanks to the channel that collects and flows water, has gradually become a healthy and 
revitalized ground that was covered in spring with a green mantle that allowed for spontaneous 
flora to grow, 
Unfortunately, due to the lack of an automatic watering system, hydro-seeding near the pond did 
not take root, but we expect before the end of the year, after a sustainability analysis of the situation 
which will have to take into account the economic crisis and the water emergency, to evaluate and 
implement viable solutions to the problem. Of the two ponds in the field (connected to each other) 
around the upper one (which has been waterproofed and enlarged) a fence has been put up, orig-
inally intended to be small, but for security reasons it has been extended to the entire perimeter. 
For the time being, the fence consists only of the poles structure and will later be completed with 
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hedges that will make the view more harmonious with the natural surroundings. We are counting 
on launching a fundraising campaign to finance the intervention.

THE GÖNPA ROCK MASS

Surveys carried out on site revealed the presence of an advanced main fissure, within which 
vegetation has developed its root system, that could cause rock wedges to detach. Removing the 
vegetation does not improve the state of affairs since the alternation of cold seasons with ice and 
snow, and warm seasons, favors the widening and elongation of the cracks both superficially and 
in depth. In order to minimize erosive phenomena on the surface and within the rocky relief, it 
is necessary to intervene with consolidation systems of both an active type (such as tie rods and 
elastic steel nets) and a passive type (gabion nets, hexagonal mesh nets and reinforced with ropes). 
Active interventions are designed in order to prevent the movement of rock masses and act directly 
on the causes of the phenomenon by trying to block it at its origin; passive interventions, on the 
other hand, are used to limit rockfall.
The interventions necessary to make the area safe, also in light of a landslide, detected by the 
Region and the Province, are very significant from an economic point of view and configure the 
operation almost as a public one, making a path of support and partnership obligatory, both for the 
authorization procedures and for the implementation and procurement of resources with the local 
institutions: Municipality, Province, Region. It is barely worth mentioning that close to the wall is the 
Master’s Meditation House, which requires a safety intervention for its conservation, which will have 
to take into account the context. In this regard, a project is being prepared and will be submitted 
and shared with the assembly.
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YELLOW GAKYIL REPORT 2021/2022

REPORT ON THE BALANCE SHEET 
AS AT 31.12.2021 AND FORECAST BUDGET 2022

Merigar’s financial statements that we submit for approval to this assembly show a positive result 
of € X.XXX, net of depreciation and provisions for € XXX.XXX Also for 2021, we have received ex-
traordinary support from the Italian Buddhist Union, which has enabled us to achieve this result de-
spite the continuing difficulties caused by the pandemic: the UBI Board of Directors has confirmed 
the decision to cover 100% of the General Expenses expressed in the 2019 Budget approved in 
2020 with a Contribution of € 388.362,49. Projects, some of which are still being implemented, 
were also financed during the 2021 financial year for a total amount of € 306,773.76. Thus, the 
total amount financed by UBI expressed in the 2021 budget is € 695,136.25. We will devote a spe-
cific section later on all relations with the UBI in 2021 and on the status of completed and ongoing 
projects.

INCOME

DONATIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS AND MEMBERSHIPS

In addition to UBI contributions, the Community supported Merigar through donations and mem-
bership subscriptions, despite the critical time generated by the Pandemic. There were donations 
amounting to € 48,359.86 and contributions for the cinerary amounting to € 7,350.00. With re-
gard to membership, the following table shows the salient data and a brief comparison with previ-
ous years. It is evident that, albeit slowly, a decrease in membership is underway. Please note that 
the data were taken from the IDC database.

(*) The table shows the value of the IDC Database for consistency of presentation; the balance 
sheet value is EUR 249,286. The difference arises from the different recognition times.
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COURSES

In the following table, which summarizes the main items relating to the courses on offer, it is clear 
that the operating result was affected by the difficulty of accessing the courses for participants, only 
partly mitigated by the use of alternative channels such as the Zoom platform, as for the same costs 
there was an increase in revenue and a better result.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

DZAMLINGAR REAL ESTATE

The management of the Dzamlingar property, while showing a slight improvement over the previ-
ous year, continued to feel the effects of the pandemic crisis, as shown in the following:

MERIROOMS PROPERTIES

The receipts of Merirooms in 2021 amounted to € 9,232.19 against operating costs of € 8,259.23, 
generating a small surplus of € 472.96. We would like to point out that the results are conditioned 
by the effects of the Pandemic, which on the one hand caused lower revenues, but on the other 
hand, by causing a greater availability of accommodation, made it possible for technicians and 
collaborators to use the facilities for ordinary assistance or to participate in projects, generating 
savings in management costs.
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TESTAMENTARY BEQUESTS

The testamentary bequest collected in 2020 from Barbara Hamman of Germany in the amount of 
€ 60,955.16 was completed with the collection of a further € 13,789.20 in 2021 and made it pos-
sible to set up a Fund to support the costs of translating the texts underlying the Shang Shung Pub-
lications to which € 19,700.00 was paid. As at 31/31/2021, the fund amounted to € 54,896.52.
On 3/2/2022 the process of the succession of the legacy of Mrs Consiglia (Silvia ) Sergio was 
finalized and therefore a flat in Arcidosso became part of the Merigar estate.

EXPENCES
As far as outgoings are concerned, the increase compared to previous years is mainly due to the 
activities connected with the UBI projects (which will be described in more detail below in the ap-
propriate section) relating to Merigar’s co-financing quotas foreseen in the projects, as well as the 

activities necessary to maintain the real estate assets (land and buildings).
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BUDGET 2022
Even with all the limitations of any forecast for the purpose of a clearer understanding of what is 
required in terms of ordinary and extraordinary maintenance and how much the implementation 
of the projects financed by the UBI impacts above all financially on management as a further com-
mitment for the parts of the project not covered by the contributions received. Therefore, after the 
table of the 2022 Forecast Budget, we have indicated, through an extrapolation of the items aimed 
exclusively at greater clarity of reading, two tables in which we indicate how much of the Budget 
pertains to ordinary activities and how much pertains to the relationship with the UBI, both in rela-
tion to the projects financed and for the coverage of management expenses through the Call for 
Management Expenses.
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BUDGET ESTIMATE STRUCTURE 2022
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BUDGET ESTIMATE 2022 PROJECTS
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APPENDIX RELATIONSHIP WITH UBI
This section is intended to provide an overview of all the projects in progress and to be launched, 
and of the overall relationship with the UBI. This also in view of the fact that the policies adopted 
during the Pandemic crisis were exceptional in nature and it is to be expected that in the future 
there will be a return to a management of funds aimed mainly at sustainable projects and a drastic 
reduction in the coverage of management expenses. This will make it necessary to find alternative 
resources to bear the ordinary and extraordinary costs of management, as well as to carefully eval-
uate and monitor the sustainability of the projects developed.
On the basis of the agreement with the Italian State, sanctioned by Law no. 245 of 31/12/2012, the 
Italian Buddhist Union (U.B.I.) participates, like other religious denominations, in the distribution 
of the 8X1000 funds on the IRPEF of individuals. The funds are earmarked for cultural, social and 
humanitarian projects, also in favor of other countries, as well as welfare and support for the Bud-
dhist cult. To this end, each year, the opportunity is offered to submit project proposals for financial 
support. The Dzogchen Community of Merigar, as an UBI Associated Centre, regularly participates 
in the management and purpose calls set up by the Buddhist Union, in order to collect and allocate 
contributions, both to partially cover current expenses and to finance specific projects.

Below is a table summarizing how the Call for Management Expenses has been managed over the 
last three years, followed by an overview of approved projects divided into two sections Projects in 
progress and Projects requested and approved in 2022. It should be noted that the timeframe for 
implementation, in addition to the physiological distance between the design made at the time of 
the request for funds and the executive design, has slowed down considerably due to the effects 
that the pandemic has also had on the world of work.

CALL FOR MANAGEMENT EXPENSES
In 2022, a request was submitted to cover the costs incurred in the 2020 financial year in the 
amount of Euro 494,265.77, with respect to which the UBI resolved to cover approximately 70% in 
the amount of Euro 346,777.72.
Below is a summary table that highlights the exceptional nature of the disbursements for the three-
year period 2020- 2022 linked to the pandemic events. It must be borne in mind that the request 
for Funds can be made for the costs incurred expressed in the last approved budget; therefore, on 
the date of publication of the Call, which usually occurs within the first quarter of the year, the costs 
for which coverage is requested are those highlighted in the budget approved within the month of 
June of the previous year, therefore relating to approximately two years earlier.
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ONGOING PROJECTS APPROVED IN 2021 
AND EARLIER YEARS

EDUCATING TO DEFEND ANIMAL RIGHTS AND PROTECT 
THE ENVIRONMENT FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE OF PLANET EARTH

Call for proposals 2021 
in partnership with Asia 
Project Theme:
The project aims to make a concrete contribution to the improvement of our society based on 
respect for the life of all living beings and the environment in which we live, through initiatives in 
schools, civil society education and awareness-raising on these important issues. Never before has 
it been so necessary to create a society in which values such as compassion, non-violence, respect 
for others and all beings, and protection of the environment are taught and transmitted to children 
and young people in order to create a conscious future generation that can guarantee the most 
harmonious evolution of our Planet.

BREATHING THE EARTH. RESILIENT CHILDREN 
CONSCIOUSLY INHABIT THEMSELVES AND THE ENVIRONMENT (*)

Call for proposals 2021 
in partnership with Asia
Project Theme:
With this project we want to continue to develop an increasingly strong synergy with schools, 
providing them with knowledge and skills that are now more necessary than ever in the field of 
emotional awareness and literacy. The project aims to foster the socio-emotional development, 
resilience and environmental awareness of primary school children and their teachers through 
awareness paths for their inner space (mindfulness and yoga) and the outer environment (creation 
of school gardens and workshops on climate change). The basic vision inspiring the project is that 
of interdependence: the human being and his environment are not separate, they are one. Redis-
covering this unity with the Earth and other living beings, overcoming the sense of separateness, is 
a source of psychophysical well-being and helps develop a fuller concept of citizenship. However, 
this connection is first and foremost with oneself, it starts with the awareness of what we think, the 
feelings we have and the sensations we perceive in the body. Helping children to become aware of 
and care for their inner world and the plants and fruits of the Earth at the same time is at the heart 
of this project. 
(*) the project was approved very late in February 2022
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APP. EVOLVE REALIZATION OF AN APP FOR PSYCHOPHYSICAL WELL-BE-
ING, INSPIRED BY YOGA AND MEDITATION PRACTICES TAUGHT BY MASTER 
CHÖGYAL NAMKHAI NORBU

Call for proposals 2021 
Project Theme:
This project aims to support the creation of an application with the purpose of sharing the study 
and practice of methods related to Yantra Yoga and other elements of Chögyal Namkhai Norbu’s 
teaching.

MERIGAR ARCHIVES DIGITIZATION

Call for proposals 2020
Project Theme:
The size of Merigar’s archives (paper/photographic/video/audio) has grown considerably over the 
years. This project proposes the creation of the IT infrastructure necessary to manage the data in the 
archives with the aim, through appropriate identification, classification, archiving and preservation, 
of guaranteeing the safe storage of the entire corpus of documents as well as a more rational use 
of the material collected to date. The project covers a two-year period with a scheduled deadline of 
January/February 2022 and extended to July 2022.

On February 24, 2022, the free transfer of the Historical Archive of the Dzogchen Community from 
the dissolved Shang Shung Foundation to the Dzogchen Community of Merigar took place in an 
official manner. The deed was drawn up in the form of a private document, with signatures authen-
ticated by a notary, and sent by certified mail to the Archival and Bibliographic Superintendency 
of Tuscany.
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DIGITAL ARCHIVE OF BUDDHIST ART AND CULTURE 
FOR THE MUSEUM OF ORIENTAL ART AND CULTURE

Call for proposals 2019
Project theme:
The project is nearing completion. Following the important contribution of the ‘British Museum’ 
technical partner of the project, the business plan has been supplemented in the course of 2021 
with further investments, approved by UBI and currently being completed.

WELCOME TO MERIGAR, YELLOW HOUSE, PATH OF AWARENESS

Calls for proposals 2020
Project theme:
The project concerns the renovation of the ground floor, interior and exterior spaces of the Yellow 
House and the completion of the second phase of the ‘Path of Awareness’ project, for which works 
are planned to upgrade the existing paths, the construction of new path sections, in particular near 
the Great Stupa and the redefinition of the driveway near the Yellow House. The project is in the 
closing phase. The original project deadline, presented in April 2020, was postponed due to the 
events related to the Sars-Cov-2 pandemic.

SEEDS OF AWARENESS

Call for proposals 2020
In partnership with ASIA onlus: the project, approved in 2020 was suspended due to Sars-Cov-2 pan-
demic; requests for a non-burdensome extension were approved and the project ended in March 2022.
Project theme:
The project addresses the issue of strong youth distress that characterizes our times. Schools play a cen-
tral role in the prevention of risky behavior in childhood and adolescence, but often lack the necessary 
resources to deal with the emotional distress of students, which is also closely related to performance 
and drop-out. At the same time, our society is experiencing the spread of methods based on individ-
ualism and competition from which young people find it difficult to escape. The intervention aims to 
address these issues by developing students’ social-emotional skills and ‘semi-nurturing’ in society those 
values that underpin Buddhist philosophy, such as mindfulness and interdependence, in the belief that 
they can be helpful in creating a healthier and more harmonious sociality.
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PROJECTS SUBMITTED ON CALLS 2022

MAKE PEACE? TAKING CARE OF ENEMIES TO MAKE PEACE WITH THE WORLD 

Project theme 
Educational and training project, towards a culture of peace and dialogue through workshop activ-
ities and theoretical-experiential paths in schools to make students and their teachers aware of the 
values of altruism, empathy, dialogue and interdependence. With the planned activities we want 
to strengthen these soft skills of the children (those non-cognitive skills such as stress management, 
development of empathy, critical thinking, creativity), accompanying them to become aware of the 
unhealthy emotions they feel and to develop a kind attitude towards themselves. At the same time, 
we also want to support teachers, who are under increasingly heavy stress loads, in managing their 
emotions and developing an empathic relationship with themselves and their students. By making 
peace with oneself, one learns not to project the enemy outside oneself and establishes relation-
ships based on respect, listening and empathy.

PILGRIMAGE ALONG THE SILK ROAD
A MACO MUSEUM ARCIDOSSO 

Project Theme:
The exhibition entitled “Pellegrinaggio Lungo la Via della Seta” (Pilgrimage along the Silk Road) 
explores the cultural and commercial relationship that has existed between the West and the East 
over the centuries, adopting the Buddhist principle of Interdependence as the key to interpretation. 
The project includes five installations on the theme of the Silk Road that complement the museum’s 
permanent thematic exhibitions.
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MACO MUSEUM OF ORIENTAL ART AND CULTURE 
In December 2021, work was completed on the restoration of the former chancellery building in 
Arcidosso, home of the ‘Namkhai Collection’. The project was financed by the European Union, the 
Region of Tuscany, the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism: ‘FAR Maremma’, 
and the Municipality of Arcidosso through PSR 2014/2020 sub-measure 7.6.2. Earlier this spring, 
more than 400 artefacts, including personal treasures and consecrated objects from the ‘Namkhai 
Collection’, were entrusted to MACO. Added to this is the collection of some 300 wonderful and 
precious artefacts from all over the world that were donated to the ‘Namkhai Collection’ last Decem-
ber by Costantino Albini. The enlargement of the collection poses enormous responsibilities and 
the need for an enlargement and reconsideration of spaces as well as the creation of conditions for 
better usability and storage. In light of our fruitful collaboration with the British Museum between 
2020 and 2021 to adapt their Research Space software to the needs of small and medium-sized 
museums, the British Museum kindly decided to donate to MACO the customised version of their 
software that we had commissioned, reducing the budgeted costs. By requesting the UBI for a 
relocation of the amounts no longer used, the new requirements described above were made avail-
able, i.e. to preserve and integrate the additional 700 objects from the Namkhai collection already 
in the MACO. The necessary work was planned and implemented on schedule in spring 2022. We 
must express our gratitude to the Namkhai family and to Costantino Albini for all that he has offered 
to our community and the Amiata region.


